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English is a global language of communication and hence an extremely important aspect of our day-to-day
lives. We all lead a busy life and somehow we show laziness in learning or brushing up our language. For all
of us, today we will list down the crucial tips to learn English simply.
Three principles to learn English
Since it’s a lazy man’s guide, it has to be simple. Here are the three simple tips to learn English.
· Learning mode should be easy
· Learning mode should be fun
· Learning mode should not consume more time.
Wow, doesn’t it sound simple. Now, let us look at some easy, funny and less time-consuming ways to
improve your English language.

Listen to audiobooks
You can love reading or simply dislike it. Being a lazy man, reading could sound a big task. Why not focus
your attention to listening. We all spend a lot of time driving around, cooking, cleaning, etc. Use this time to
learn English by listening to audiobooks. There are a number of podcasts online that can help you learn
English. You can also join an online spoken English class and source the required material that you can
listen to anytime, while traveling or waiting for your turn at a bank. What could be simpler than to queue
your mp3 list with simple podcast and learn English anytime, anywhere.
Keep your ears open
In short listen. When your colleagues are having a communication or while in a meeting, just pay a little
attention and you will improve your vocabulary. What could be simpler than listening to others while they
communicate. In the bargain, you can also improve your comprehension and pronunciation skills. Stay close
to native English speakers and observe their dialogue delivery and usage of grammar.
Join a social media platform
We all love being on social media, but did you know it can help you improve your English communication.
Yes, it does. There are a number of Learn English pages that you can follow. For example:

https://www.facebook.com/eagespokenenglish. These online social media pages regularly post tips that can
help you improve your English. What could be simpler than enjoying a little fun time on Facebook as you
also learn the tips and tricks to master the English language. Search and find such profiles and follow them
to get the maximum output in minimum efforts.
Conclusion
Aren’t these tips funny and easy? Learning a new language requires a lot of dedication and practice.
Hopefully these tips will help you to get started in the right direction. These are simple tips and can be
followed by anybody who lacks time to learn English. You can also download English apps and spend some
time daily to improve your communication.
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